Evolution 2019 Graduate Student Bingo - Challenges
Email address:
Year in grad school and institution:

Name:
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4
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A

B

Ask a question during the
question period after a talk

Ask a professor you don't
already know to tell you
about the most
unexpected thing that has
occurred in their
professional life

Add any kind of homemade flair to your name
tag and tell someone you
don’t know about it

Have reference to Harry
Potter in your talk or
poster

C

D

E

Tweet a 10 word
summary about a talk
or poster you
particularly liked
#Evobingo
#evol2019

Present your
dissertation research
as a silent
interpretive dance to
a group of at least 4
people

Rub the belly of the bear
on the Brown main green

Go to any talk in the
last session of the
conference

Give an elevator
pitch about your
research to a scientist
whose work you cite

Give a drink ticket to
someone you don’t know
– ask them about their
work while they drink it

Invite someone to
your talk and then
follow up and ask if
they have any
feedback for you

Tweet a recommendation
from a local for favorite
spot in Providence
#Evobingo #evol2019

Tweet any one
evolution bingo
accomplishment with
#Evobingo
#evol2019

Email someone you don't
know after their talk to
express your enthusiasm
for their work

Go to at one talk on each
of the 5 taxonomic
kingdoms in one day

Get outside and
contribute an iNaturalist
observation

Draw a picture about
someone’s talk and give it
to them as a present

Attend the first talk
one morning, and sit in
the front row

Attend one of the
grad student specific
professional
development lunches

Find an undergraduate,
tell them about your
work, then introduce
them to someone more
senior than you

Organize or join in on a
coffee break dance party

Have a party with graduate
students from at least 5
different institutions

Email your CV to a
prospective postdoc
advisor

Add a poem or
meme to your talk or
poster

Send us an idea for a
future Bingo challenge at
rosenblum@
berkeley.edu

Complete as many challenges as you can during the meeting. Keep clear notes about when and how you complete each challenge on the reverse
side. (also feel free to tweet your progress – photo documentation a plus). Have fun, make new connections and enjoy the meeting!

Name:

Evolution 2019 Graduate Student Bingo - Notes about how/where/when you complete the challenges
Email address:
Year in grad school and institution:
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After the meeting, scan and email your entry to Bree at rosenblum@berkeley.edu by June 27th, 2019.
Winners will be determined based on number of rows, columns, and major diagonals completed. Evolution bingo is on an honor system, but we will
spot verify ;). Prizes include: eternal fame and a personalized winner care package.

